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Research Plan on Adjrstmmt 
far the 1990 Decennial Census 

@renared: Julv 1984) 

I. RESEARCH AREA: 

Should the Bureau use statistical estimating techniques to adjust anv of the data obtained 
in the 1990 census bv the more traditional countinp: and self-enumeration techniques? If 
so, what characteristics of population and housing should be adjusted, and what 
seoqraohic level should be adjusted? 

In order to resolve these global issues, one must break them into separate sub-issues 
which are capable of being researched. For the purpose of this paoer seven mouoinas 
will be used. These are: 

A. How would adjustment affect critical uses of census data? 

B. What is the legal and policy context for adjustment? 

C. How can census coverap best be measured? 

D. How can local area estimates of covera- best be made? 

F J. How should adjustment be imdemented as part of the census process? 

F. How should the adjusted figures be published and used? 

G. What are the other implications of census adjustment? 

The first part of this document discusses the backerround, meaning, and context of census 
adjustment. The reader who is already conversant with the problem is invited to skio to 

Section V: Detailed Discussion of Plans. 

II. DEPINITION AND RACKGROUND: 

Since the first census, there have been problems in accurately counting every person 
living in the United States. The resultin? undercount is not new. What is new is the 
pressure to adjust the census data to correct for the undercount. The pressure results 
from the use of census data to distribute Federal funds, the economic pressures on local 
governments to obtain those funds, the use of census data for political redistricting, and 
the inereasine; emphasis on eauitv for minoritv groups. There is concern that direct 
census methods mav never be successful at reducing the gap to negligible levels. 

Ironically, the impetus for adjusting census data in part comes from the Census Sureads 
evaluations of the completeness of coverage. Since the 1950 census, the Bureau has 
published estimates for the national umdercount rate-that is the percentage of the 
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population that is not counted by the census. For the 195n and 1960 census, the 
undercount for the nation was estimated to be about 3 percent. For 1970, the rate was 
near 2 percent. A preliminary estimate for 1980 is that less than one percent of the 
legally resident population was not counted. 

However, these estimates do not reflect the differential undercount rates for different 
population ~oups. The Bureau has estimated that in 1971) blacks were undercounted at 
nearly an 8 percent rate compared to less than 2 oercent rate for whites. The evidence 
for the 1980 census su$g;ests an undercount rate of legal residents on the order of 5 
percent for blacks and virtuallv zero for whites. 

There are also disparities between the sexes, different a- qrouos, and different 
g;eovaphical areas (regions, states, cities). Adjustment may be the only way to correct 
for these differential undercount rates. 

Another reason for adjustment is to reduce cost. A simple enumeration can be conducted 
at reasonable cost, but will result in significant omissions. Efforts were made in 1.989 to 
increase the proportion enumerated by introducimz special procedures. These procedllres 
added people, but were enormouslv exoensive. It might he possible to achieve the same 
level of accuracy, but at a lower cost, bv statistical adjustment. The issue becomes how 
best to allocate fixed resources to achieve the greatest accuracv. 

III. LEVEIS OF CENSUS ADJUSTWNT: 

Adjusting the census can mean many different thinq, depending upon what is adjusted, 
when adjustment is made, at what qeogmaphic level adjustment is made, which 
characteristics are adjusted, and for what purposes the adjusted results are used. The 
section below on critical issues discusses the variations in some detail. However, it 
might help the reader to mention three of the orincioal uses and levels of adjustment. 

A. Adjustment for Revenue Sharing 
It is possible to adjust only the figures used for federal revenue sharing and other 
funds distribution. Estimates of total corrected population would be made for 
each revenue sharing area. These estimates would be clearly differentiated from 
the published census data and may not be a part of the same publication series. 
Separation of these estimates from the federal apportionment counts would ease 
time pressures on the adjustment process. 

B. Adjustment for Apportionment and Redistricting 
The official census counts provided to the President and to the States would be 
adjusted for census undercount. The requirements of this adjustment are much 
more stringent than for adjustment for revenue sharing. Bv law, apnortionment 
figures are due by December 31, 1990 and redistricting figures by April 1, 1991. 
This means that the adjustment process, (which would probablv include 
interviewing;, matching, follow-up, estimation, tabulation, analysis, and local area 
estimation) would have to be completed in a matter of months. For redistrictine;, 
estimates would be required at the block level, and separate estimates probably 
would be needed by race and ethnic doup. Anv delav in the census evaluation also 
would delay the official counts. The unadjusted census counts also would be 
published. 

C. Complete Census Adjustment 
In a complete census adjustment, all figures would be corrected for undercount. 
This option requires that one build a model that predicts not onlv how many oeople 
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were missed but also predicts their characteristics. Further, the prediction would 
be done for all geographic areas and for all tables. Only limited results of the 
basic enumeration would be published, perhaps in a methodological apoendix. The 
adjusted figures would be the census. 

These three options do not exhaust the possibilities. Some would argue that one or the 
other is not reallv census adjustment. Others will arcwe that adjustment should correct 
for all known errors in census results, replacing census data with improved estimates 
whenever possible. However, reference to these options will he10 the reader to 
appreciate fully the critical issues involved. 

IV. CRITICAL ISSUES: 

This section raises the critical issues that will need work in order to make an informed 
decision on adjustment. Ry investiqatine; the leqal and policv issues and bv testing and 
developinq the measurement and statistical issues, the Census Bureau can understand 
how adjustment fits into ?99I! Decennial Census nlans. 

A. How would adjmtment affect critical uxs of censm data? 

1. What is the effect on data used for apoortionment and redistricting? 

2. What are the data needs for Program Implementation and Funds Distribution 
(PIFD)? 

a) How are the census counts and other census variables used for PIFn? 

1) In what oroqrams and at what geographic levels do other federal 
government agencies (e.g., HHS) use census data? 

2) Do states and cities use census data for PIFD? How? With what 
other variables? 

3) What other official uses of census data are there for PIFD? 

bl How would adjustment affect different funding formulas? 

11 Competitive Grants 

2) Threshold Programs 

3) Population Chance Formula. 

3. What are the other mandated uses of census data and how would these he 
affected by adjustment of census counts or characteristics? 

4. What is the effect on other important uses of census data such as IX0 and 
Affirmative Action? 

R. What is the legal and policy context for adjmtment? 

1. Are adjusted counts acceptable/reauired for congessional reaoportionment? 
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2. Are adjusted counts acceptable/reauired for state redistricting for the US. 
Congress or for drawing other election and political districts? 

3 1. What constitutes “a- reasonable estimate of the number of resident 
individuals not counted’ for the ournoses of Title 31 Section 6713 (“The 
Vlovnihan am endmenVI? 

4. Under what circumstances would the Bureau consider adjusting the census? 

5. How will the decision be made? 

6. What measures of errors would be helpful in making these decisions? 

Discrssiorr: 
Many of these issues will not be resolved by the Bureau, but instead will be the 
result of litigation and le@slation. However, the Bureau needs to insure that any 
decision takes adequate account of limitations of data accuracy, timing etc. 

c ,. How can cells16 coverage best be measmed? 
Four major techniques can be used to derive estimates of oopulation coverare. 
These are: 

. Post enumeration surveys (PES) 

. Reverse record check fRRC) 

. Administrative record matches (AR!?) 
(including comoosite lists) 

. Demograohic analysis (DA) 

Research projects must seek not only to comoare the techniques in perteral, but 
also to address the question of how different desire compare for different 
copulation groups. Therefore, the following questions must be asked for each 
method 

1. Is it possible to design the method so as to largely eliminate- due to 

a) matchinq errors 

b) treatment of the nonresponse and other unresolved cases 

c) curbstoninc in either the undercount or overcount samples 

d) correlation bias 

e) bias due to misclassification errors in the post-stratification 
variables 

f) bias due to spurious reporting of individuals, names, and 
characteristics in either the undercount or overcount sample 

q! bias due to incorrect reportinp of April 1, 1990, addresses? 

3 A. HOW do the residual biases vary bv race, sex, ethnicitv, as??, and nonagon? 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9 . . 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

What are the requirements for trained programmers, supervisors, and field 
staff? 

What are the costs? - 

When can the results be available? 

How does one best model nonresponse? 

How can matching error be modeled? 

Can one desiqn interpenetration or other studies to measure the degree of 
m at thing error? 

Can one design studies to measure the degree of other error? 

What measures of error are hdDfti in evaluating these methods? 

How can one design the sample so as to permit easv adjustment? 

How can estimates best be corn bined? 

What is the most effective combination of methods for particular 
demographic yrourzs and for particular qeograohic areas? 

What methods should be used in estimating qross overcoverage? How can 
these be combined with estimates of gross undercount to form estimates of 
net undercount? 

How can the studies be designed to assist census planning bv pinpointing the 
causes of underrount and suqcesting alternative techniques to reduce the 
overall and differential eoveraqe errors? 

. Post Snumeration Survevs 
A post enumeration survev uses a samde survev to re-enumerate the 
population. The Bureau has more experience with the post enumeration 
surveys than with anv other method Post enumeration surveys were 
conducted in 19Sn and 1960. The 197n CPS-Census match was 
essentiallv a PES, but was limited in scope. .As part of the 198fl census 
work, the Bureau conducted PES pretests in 1977 and 1978 and 
conducted the 1980 Past Enumeration Proqram. Because of this 
experience, the Bureau knows more abut the technical issues and 
inherent limitations of a PES than about the problems of the other 
methods. 

Among; the technical issues are the following 

Whether to use a block sample or a list samde. 

Whether to conduct an independent evaluation survey or to utilize an 
on-going survey such as the CPS. 
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How to measure duplicate enumerations and curbstoned cases in 
both the census and the evaluation survev. 

How to qin sufficient information at the first interview so that 
cases can be resolved without follow-up. 

How to minimize nonresponse, unyeocodable, and other unresolved 
catecories. 

Bow to shorten the time requirements to complete the evaluation. 

How to sample people who moved between the time of the census 
and time of the PES (i.e. PES-A vs PES-B). 

How to define the extent of search and sufficient information to 
decide that a person was not enumerated. 

How computerized matchinq can be used to increase the efficiencv, 
speed, and accuracv of the method. 

The inherent limitations of the method are that some groups are almost 
always missed by anv household interview, including both the census and 
the Post Enumeration Survev. This lack of independence leads to a 
downward bias of the estimated population. Careful interviewing and 
thoughtful procedures can minimize this grouo, but a core of “invisible7* 
people will alwavs exist. Using a nonhousehold sample 6xesumably more 
independent) to estimate the undercount (e.g=, administrative record 
match) may be better than a household survey in measuring: the 
%visibldl peode, 

Reverse Record Check 
The reverse record check C?RtC) is a match from the orevious census to 
the current census. The previous census is suodemented bv a sample of 
births, immigrants, and persons known to be missed in the previous 
census. A reverse record check has several advantaqes. The previous 
census and suoolementarv records constitute a more comdete frame 
than can be achieved through a samole survey such as a post 
enumeration survev. The separation in time is thought to increase the 
independence between the census and the evaluation frame. The 
advantages are offset bv the loss of both completeness and independence 
due to failure to trace sample people. This loss Dresumablv increases 
with time. 

A reverse record cheek utilizing the previous Census is only a specific 
case of the idea of a lonqitudinal evaluation study. One could also 
conduct an independent survev sometime before the census and match it 
to the census or use an existing frame such as a CPS. This aporoach 
could be called a Fe-census survey. A precensus survev loses the 
advantage of havinq a more complete sampling: frame. However, it 
would be available for early matching and the interval for tracing: is 
flexible: one can choose an llootimal” time for the survey. Other than 
that, it has the same problems of the PES. 
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Administrative Records 
Administrative records can be used in any of these ways. They can be 
matched to the census sin@v and the aqqregat results combined with 
other estimates accordine: to their variances. Several lists can be 
unduplicated, combined into a composite list and then matched to the 
census. Several lists can be matched to each other and to the census to 
form a multiple svstem estimate. Rach apnroach has its own 
theoretical, operational and Dublic preception difficulties. Specific 
national, state and local lists must be identified and investigates with 
respect to their coveraEe and accuracv. 

Demoqraphic Analvsis 
Demographic analvsis relies on various types of demographic data and 
the constancy of certain demographic relationshins and identities. Since 
demographic analvsis uses births, deaths, migration and Medicare data 
which do not denend on the current census counts, the demographic 
estimates are a valuable adjunct to matching studies, nrovidinE survev 
control totals and parameters such as sex ratios which serve as nowerful 
checks on the adequacv of survev estimates. 

Limitations of the method of demographic analvsis as a tool for 
estimating census coverage are as follows: 

Illegal Aliens-Demograohic Analysis was designed to nroduce estimates 
of the legally resident oonulation. Estimates of illegal residents are 
needed to make comparisons with the census. The problem of including; 
illegal aliens in the demographic estimates has not been comnletely 
solved 

Immigration and Emiqration-Data sources to determine net lepl 
movement have traditional@ been weaker than the data sources for 
births and deaths. This problem includes not onlv net immiqation bv 
foreign nationals, but also in and out movement bv US. nationals from 
Puerto Rico and other outlvinr areas. 
not under the Census F)ureau’s eontroL 

The qualitv of migration data is 

IJnderreoortinc-The oualitv of data sources other than migration is hi& 
but needs to be checked periodicallv (e.q., birth redstration 
completeness, Medicare enrollment comdeteness). Last cheek occurred 
some time ago and mav need updating. 

Rias and Variation-No method has been developed which can estimate 
or measure the mean squared error of the Demographic Analvsis 
estimates, 

Overcount measurement 
Estimates of doss overcoveraere must be made in order to balance the 
estimates of net undercount. bne issue is how to define and measure 
gross overcount so as to balance the gross omissions estimates. This 
means designing a sample to fit the omissions sample designs. One must 
also design a questionnaire and interview orocedures so as to minimize 
nonresponse and unresolved cases in this sample as well. The procedure 
must be able to distinguish between a fictitious enumeration and one 
that refers to a person who is hard to find 
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. Causes of TJndercount 
The pressure to provide measures for adjustment must not be allowed to 
blind LS to the need to learn more about the causes of undercount. The 
original and ongoing ourpose of census coverae evaluation is to @de in 
the planning; of the next census. A mod evaluation proTam will 
increase knowledge of the causes of undercount and overcount, rather 
than merelv sunolyine: the data for adjustment. 

. HousincT Unit Coverage 
The completeness of housin? unit coverage must also be measured. A 
post enumeration survev lends itself naturally to provinq housing; unit 
covera- estimates. Other techniques would have to be speeiallv 
designed to provide these estimates, or supdemented bv a special 
survey. Complete census adjustment would have to account for housing 
units as well as households and individuals 

D. How can local area estimates of coverage best be made? 

1. Met hod (techniques) of adjustment 

There are at least four seoarate techniques that can be used to make 
adjustment for small areas 

. Synthetic techniques 

. Regression techniques 

. Bayesian techniques 

. Demovaphic analvsis estimates for states. 

These techniques need to be developed with regard to undercount estimation 
and the anticipated level of information available for develooment and 
assessment. 

7 
4. Design for the development of adjustment methods 

a) How should the studies listed elsewhere be designed so as to provide the 
information needed to studv and develop adjustment methods? 

b) How should the research studies listed elsewhere be designed to enable 
the timelv implementation of these techniques in a census situation? 

3. Application of methods 

a) How would the techniques in 1. above be applied: to make estimates at a 
certain geographic level and such adjustments allocated downward !~a-., 
synthetic technique), or at the lowest FTeoqaphic levels and summer-l up 
to countv and state levels (regression technique)? 

b) Are there combinations of adjustment techniques that would be most 
effective? 

c) Are there different techniques that could be used in different areas or at 
different levels? 
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d) Are there other techniques not listed above that sho~M be considered for 
use in adjustment of the census for undercount? 

4. Evaluation of the evaluation 

a) How can the local area estimates of coverage be evaluated? 

b) How would the Bureau identify when the data would not support an 
adjustment, or more importantly a certain level of adjustment such as 
the adjustment for individual revenue sharinp areas? Can reasonable 
error models be constructed to guide the choice? 

c) What are aporopriate measures of error (loss function or yardsticks) to 
compare alternative estimates? How do these measures relate to 
considerations of equity? 

5 . . Slack level adjustments 

There is the technical issue of how to develop weighting almrithms or 
imputing algorithms for the generation of block estimates and adjustments. 
This issue is extremelv important under variant C. in section III. 

a) What variables are relevant to the weiqhtinp and imoutation described 
elsewhere? 

b) Would the weightins or imputation be used to make adjustments for both 
persons and housine units, or only persons? This depends on the variant 
of census adjustment in section III. 

cl At the blocklevel, how does one deal with biases due to small samdes or 
small populations receiving an adjustment? 

How should adjmtment be implemented as part of the censls process? 

1. Integration of the adjustment into census processing: 

a) If an early adjustment is required, how would census processinFt have to 
change to guarantee estimates can be made in the time required? 

b) How can census procedures be chaned to accommodate estimation of 
the undercount without compromisina the integ;ritv of the census counts 
or the accuracy of the undercount estimates? 

2. 1990 censsL1s district office nrocessine: 

a) If an adjustment is reouired, how would the measurement of the 
undercount be incorporated into district office processing? 

b) Would certain Census Bureau operations (e.p., local review) have to be 
structured around providing undercount information before or while the 
censm data were being processed? 

c) Would district office or regional censm center operations be 
restructured to assist in the measurement of the undercount? 
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Treatment of overcounts 

Should adjustments -allow the possibility of overcounts (and thus the 
diminution of a population count)? 

Arithmetic consistency of estimates 

a) Must all adjusted numbers be arithmeticallv consistent tar. countv 
estimates sum to state estimates)? 

b) Are there other tvpes of arithmetic consistencv that should be 
considered in the adjustment (e.q. maintenance of correlational 
structures)? 

s. Other characteristics 
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a) If an adjustment is made only for persons and not for other statistics, 
how will this be reconciled in the publications (tapes...)? 

b) If adjmtments are made for housing units (HIPS), will thev be made for 
onlv occupied HIPs, or other tvnes of HI% as well? 

c) Can other statistics be adjusted? 

d) Will there be a separate adjustment for each variable? 

e) If there are separate adjustments for each variable (e.q, persons, 
income, race), how are these published and exdained to users? 

f) How are rates and other derived measures affected? 

The Bureau has always conducted the census as a head count. Census evaluation 
has not had the time pressures that accomoanies other census operations. If the 
Bureau is to provide corrected state totals by December 31, 1990 and corrected 
local area counts by Aoril 1, 1991, evaluations must take place at the same time 
as the processing and tabulations. 

Integrating: evaluations and counting is not without risk. Reginninc the evaluations 
work fag., interviewing and matching) too early can compromise its independence, 
and therefore its value. Anv delay or uncertainty in the evaluation and 
adjustment program becomes a delay and uncertainty in the census itself. In 198r), 
the Bureau had great diffieultv Droducinq preliminary PEP estimates by October 
1981. Even so, no acceptable final estimates are in sight, 

What will be needed is a strong, early commitment to incorporate adjustment at 
all staqes of census work after the completion of all field activitv. It will reauire 
a commitment to clcee out the field work for the counting operation earlv enourxh 
to allow evaluation field work, follow-up matchinrf, tabulation and anal&s to be 
completed in time to be incorporated into the official census counts. 
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F. How should the adjwted figures be pblished and wzd? 

1. A choice between adjustment and the census counts 

a) Is the adjustment to be the official census count, with no other numbers 
published? 

h) Is the adjustment a set of unofficial estimates, not to be oublished 
(thoucgh later figures like intercensal estimates would be), and the basic 
enumeration is considered the official census? 

cl Is the adjustment the set of official estimates, but census figures are 
published also? 

d) Is the choice of figures to be published some combination of a)-c) above? 

3 ,. Publications of the 1990 census 

a) How would publications (public use files, STF’sl be affected by the 
adjustment? Would their production be delayed? 

bl Would procedures for providinq oublications hUbliC use files, STF’sl need 
to be changed to allow for the adjustment? 

? <. If the census is fullv adjusted, will researchers and other users have access 
to the unadjusted data? 

G. What are the other imcdications of census adjustment? 

1 . . Current surveys 

a) How would the adjustment of the census affect the use of the census as 
a sampling frame? 

b) How would census counts be used for weighting: of the data, or for ratio 
or reeression estimation? 

c) Will an adjustment cause discontinuities in the time series the Bureau 
produces (e.g. unem dovm ent)? 

7 i. Other implications not yet evident 

3. Preoaration for the year 2090 census 

a) Will adjustment affect cooperation in later censuses because both 
individuals and grouts will see the actual count as less important? 

b) What longer term research should be considered? 

V. DETAILED DISCU!SSION OF PLANS 

Decisions 
Four critical decisions are needed in the plannine: for adjustment. In Se&ember 198s the 
Bureau will announce its decision on the role of adjustment. This decision will not be 
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whether or not to adjust, but rather to what extent the Bureau will relv on adjustment in 
the overall planning. 

The next imwrtant date comes at the beqinnimq of 1987. The main design for 1990 will 
have to be decided in order to allow it to be incorporated into the 1988 Dress Rehearsal. 

In the fall of 1988, the Rureau will make a tentative decision on adjustment. This 
decision will be discussed hefore Congress, at stakeholders conferences, and with other 
appropriate croups. This process will lead to an official announcement in January 1989 
on the plans and standards for adjustment. Exactlv what these dans and standards are 
will be the result of the decade’s research. 

Even this final decision mav not be a yes/no decision on whether to adjust. Rather, the 
decision might snecifv under exactlv what conditions the Bureau would or would not 
adjust. These conditions would relate to the nature of the 1990 undercount and the 
coverage measurement orocess. The decision would soecifv as oreciselv as possible the 
nature of the decision and the data unon which it would be based. For example, the 
Rureau might announce that if the differential lmdercount conformed to certain soecified 
conditions, the census would be adjusted. If the results of the enumeration and 
evaluation were radically different from expected, no adjustment would be made. 

This section provides a general framework for resolving: the critical issues listed in 
Section IV. This section proposes the necessarv research to help answer the adjustment 
issues and the general timin? for testing major issues in the pretests for the 1990 census. 

A. How would adjustment affect aitical mes of censtls data? 

1. Research on fund allocation 
Fund allocation programs are extraordinarilv comdicated, and it is difficult 
to assess the effect of undercount on such programs in general. Rather, one 
must assess the effects on a proqram by program basis. The oroject would: 

. devise a list of federal programs which disnense monev on the basis of 
census results 

. assess the effects of undercount upon the programs 

. assess the effects of adiustment on the oroqrams 

. implement exnlicitlv the adjustment for a set of Feomanhical areas, 
with the yoal of measurine: the overall effect of undercount adjustment 
from all programs on these areas. 

The project would conclude with a final reoort summarizing all of the 
findinqs. 

2. Develop alternative adjustment scenarios 
This project will develop a number of exolicit adjustment scenarios. The 
scenarios will go into enough detail to give a user an idea of the imdications 
for their uses, but will not qo into as much detail as might be needed bv a 
corn outer promamm er. The final report from this project will describe 
clearly each of the scenarios. These scenarios will be input to projects A.3, 
A.4, and A.6 listed in section A. In these latter projects, we will solicit 
comments on the scenarios from the various users. The present project is 
also related to project D.3. 
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3 . . Research on PL 94-17l requirements 
This project will assess the effect of a census adjustment on the PL 94-111 
program and to solicit comments from those responsible for implementing 
the program. The project will: 

. develoo a list of contacts in each of the states 

. obtain a written statement from each of the state contacts commenting 
on the adjustment scenario develoDed in project A.?. 

This project will conclude with a final report summarizing both the reactions 
of the various state users to adjustment and the effects of adjustment on the 
PL 94-171 Drogram. 

4. Effects on other census users 
This project identifies other kev government and nonyovernment users of 
decennial census data. The oroject will: 

. identify other kev rovernment and nongovernment users 

. contact each of the users 

. solicit written comments from the users reqardinq their reactions to the 
adiustment scenarios 

The project will conclude with a final reoort summarizing; both the effects of 
adjustment on the various kev uses of census data and the reactions of the 
users to the scenarios. 

s. Research on apportionment 
The main objective of this project is to explore further the effects on 
con gr essi on al anportionm ent of census under count and undercount 
adjustment. Much work has already been done in this area, including the 
work reported bv Gilford, Causev, and others, and the work reported in the 
Wolter affidavit. This project will undertake additional work in regrds to 
effects on apportionment. All findings will be summarized in a final written 
report. 

6. Research on adjustine: housing data 
Most of the Census Rureau’s efforts and attention repardinF the 1990 
undercount have been directed at the Droblem of Donulation undercount and 
possible adjustments to make up for the missed population. Rut coverage 
errors also affect census housirq data, and these errors have received little 
attention either within the Census Rureau, the court cases or elsewhere. 
This project will look into the housing issues and the effects of undercount 
adjustments on housing data. In Darticular, the project will: 

. identifv the main uses of housing; data, Darticularlv those that involve 
funds distribution 

. assess the impact of undercount uDon the uses 

. contact users of housing data, e.g., HUD, soliciting comments on the 
adjustment scenarios develorxd in Droject A.?. 

This project will conclude with a final report and recommendations. 
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7. Stakeholder conference on adjustment 
This project will: 

. consolidate the results of projects A.1 through A.6 and produce an 
overall report addressing the question “How would adjustment affect 
critical uses of census data?” 

. distribute the report to a select ~TOUP of conference participants 

. formulate critical ouestions, issues, and options on the effect of 
adjustment on the critical uses of census data 

. convene a conference wherein the Darticipants discuss the issues and 
options that have been formulated. 

It is hoped that the conference will achieve a synthesis of opinion on the 
adjustment issue and the effects of undercount and adjustment on the uses of 
data. A final written report will be issued following the conference. This 
report will represent the main input from users to the final decision about 
whether or not to adjust the 1990 census. 

R. What is the legal and @icy context far adjmtment? 

1.. 

2. 

7 . . 

4. 

5 1 . 

Estahlish task force to determine 1eFalitv of adjustment 
The Task Force on legal issues has been established to investigate the lev1 
issues of adjustment.’ The Task Force consists of representatives from 
Department of Commerce’s Office of General Council, Census Bureau, and 
Deoartment of Justice. Its purpose is to document the leTal requirements or 
constraints of adjustment. 

Hold senior staff conference on oolicy position 
This conference will decide the Bureau’s official nosition on adjustment. It 
will decide whether to recommend anv chane;es in law. 

Review 1950 criteria for adjustment 
Implicit in the Bureau’s defense in the New York and Detroit cases was a 
policy as to the statistical standards for adjustment. This project reviews 
the testimony, affidavits, and documents of the court case and makes 
explicit the policv standards for adjustment. 

Review alternative solutions to the problem of differential undercount 
This activity assumes that adjustment is a permissible census taking 
technique. It is then judged against the other available techniques to 
eliminate differential coverage such as coverage improvement, samding, 
resource allocations. All techniques will be judged based upon data qualitv, 
cost, and probability of success usin? the data available. A decision will be 
made as to their relative role in census dannincr. This analvsis should be 
conducted a-in later in the decade when oretest results are available. 

Develon mechanisms for makinrr: decisions about adjustment 
This activitv establishes and makes explicit the decision-making orocess 
itself, inlcuctinc 

. Who decides 

. When decision is to be made 

. When decision is announced 

. Criteria to be used. 
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6. Develop alternative standards (yardsticks! to evaluate adjusted vs. 
unadjusted population-figures 
This activity develops conceptual standards to measure when the level and 
distribution of population is improved bv anv qiven adjustment. Without 
knowirq the truth, such a standard can never be applied. However, throufi 
modeling and simulation, such a standard can help frame and cruide the 
decision. 

C. How can census coverage best be measured? 

1. Review results from 1980 evaluation studies 
This project determines the critical weaknesses in the 1989 PEP that must 
be corrected in future undercount work. A qood startine; point is the 
evidence introduced in the New York law suit. Another resource is to use 
the PEP to prenare and conduct further tabulations and analyses that 
identify, quantify, and hiqhliqht the kev weaknesses in the 1980 PEP. 

The final product of this project is a written report. This document will 
provide an important planning tool for future Imdercount and adjustment 
research,and a means for refininrr other projects mentioned in this research 
plan and for formulating additional projects to meet key weaknesses in 
undercount proqrams. 

9 a. Complete research on forward trace study and retrospective match study 
In 1981, the Bureau started two research projects designed to develop and 
test the Reverse Record Check approach for 1990. The CPS-Census 
Retrospective Match was a match of the 1977 Current Population Survey to 
the 1980 Census. The Forward Trace Study used year-bv-year tracing. It 
includes the construction of a sample using the 1980 census, the 1.980 PEP 
missed file, and immigrant records. 

A final written report will provide a comdete description of the Forward 
Trace Studv and the Retrospective Match Studv and make recommendations 
about the use of a reverse record check for 1990. 

3. Develoo demog?raphic analysis estimates under alternate assumptions 
Bv varying the assumptions of demographic analysis, alternate estimates of 
the IJ.S. population will be produced. The alternate estimates will be based 
on reasonable assumptions that are consistent with the observed data. The 
result will be a better understanding of the orecision and robustness of the 
demographic analysis estimates. 

4. Develop error models for demographic analvsis estimates 
This activity will provide exnlicit formulas for computing the demographic 
analysis estimates. By varying the inout values, it should be possible to 
construct a measure of uncertainty which can be interpreted as a variance or 
meapsquare error. A written report will specify the techniques used, the 
possible errors introduced by each uncertainty and a tentative measure of 
error. 

This activity serves two imoortant purposes. First, it is necessary for any 
possible use of the demographic analysis estimates for adjustment. Second, 
the results will show how much the final estimates can be improved by 
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improving the inout data. For example, onlv by knowing: how much possible 
error is introduced by the migration data or birth reqistration correction is it 
possible to measure Ihe value of a survev to measure miqation or birth 
registration completeness. 

5 . . Desiq and implement a 1985 PES Pretest 
The 1985 pretest will consist of a sample of blocks that will be completelv 
listed and matched to the oretest census. The matchinc will he done by 
computer and followup will be limited to the computer nonmatches after 
some clerical review. 

The research for cornouter matching will need at least 10,Or)O persons. A 
sample of 20fl census blocks will vield sufficient persons to conduct the 
computer matching research. 

The matching: will be a two-wav match between the PES and the census. The 
PES persons who do not match to the census will estimate the census 
omissions in the census and the census persons who were not listed in the 
PES will be checked to estimate the erroneous enumerations. The difference 
will estimate the net undercount. 

Another purpose of the research is to develoo metho& to minimise follow- 
up. Onlv limited number of non-matches will be sent to followuo in order to 
clarify problems in the original questionnaire design. Also we will learn 
about makinq combined overcount and undercount estimates as we may also 
be able to obtain mod estimates for duplicates and curbstones. 

6. 1985 Pretest Yard to Count Studv 
One weakness of previous census evaluation studies such as the Pat 
Enumeration Promam has been the failure to include a sufficient proportion 
of certain harcFto-count groups in the evaluation sample. This leads to a 
systematic underestimate of the corrected oooulation and the estimated 
undercount. Althouqh this bias is certainlv oresent to some extent in all 
QTOUPS, evidence sueqests that it is strongest for vounq adult males, ages 18 
to 40. 

In the hard-to-count study, a samole of males who are 18 to 4tl years of aqe 
will be selected from the 1993 Social Securitv and IRS files. Other possible 
sources for sampling voung males are: 

. Unemplovment records 

. Immigration and Naturalization Service files on recent 

. Comrrehensive Employment and Training Act files 

. Draft Re@tration files 

. Driver License files 

immidants 

7. Develop error models for matchinq studies and methods to measure variables 
This project will construct an error model for the orinci@ matchiqzstudies 
which includes sampling; error, matching error, response error, and model 
error. It will also develop methods to measure these errors. These methods 
will be implemented in later pretests 
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8. 

9 . . 

10. 

11. 

x2. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Design an adjustment prototype based on multiplicitv (network samdinq) 
lvlultidicity or network samdinq offers the possibilitv of including: hard-t* 
count groups in the evaluation samole. In such samples, parents are asked to 
provide names and addresses of children and vice versa. A prototype using 
multiplicitv should be designed that would address omissions, erroneous 
inclusions and the data needs for small area estimation. Multiplicity mav or 
may not be pretested der>endinF uoon such factors as cost, feasibilitv, 
manpower, etc. 

Develop and issue public use taoe based on 1969 studies 
The results from the 1980 PE? will be documented and placed on a standard 
public use taoe for use bv outside scholars. The tape will include those 
variables which can be disclosed and have greatest value. 

Research methods of combininp demographic analvsis and case-bycase 
studies 
This project follows C.4 and C.7 which develop error models for each set of 
estimates. Using both demomaphv and statistics, this activitv will produce a 
report outlining: one or more ways to combine the result. 

Develoo alternate estimation models for matching studies 
Since 1960 the Bureau has used a model based uoon an assumption of 
conditional independence between the census and the evaluation studies. 
other models exist includinp those suqqested bv Horvitz, Ericksen and 
Kadane, and in the literature on wildlife studies. This activitv will studv and 
suggest which can be adapted for use in 1999. The results potentially can be 
studied in a pretest site. 

Design a pre-enumeration study to be conducted as part of the lSQ(: Pretests 
A survey will be conducted at one 1986 pretest site some six months before 
census dav. A preenumeration survev will examine the indeoendence 
assumption and whether this technique expedites the evaluation process. 

Design and implement a test of PES and ARV in 1986 Pretests 
Both a PES and ARM should be designed and implemented in 1986 pretests. 

Pilot Studv of “Card Annroach” 
In order to expedite matching, one suwestion is to send cards along with the 
census questionnaire. This card would contain all the needed information to 
match the household and would be retained by the household. The post 
enumeration survey interviewer would list the‘information from the card. 
The interviewer for the E-sample would also verify the information on the 
card. This aDproach is useful in rural areas that have few citv tvpe 
addresses and/or named roads. A small experiment should be conducted in 
either 1986 or 1987. 

Identify best post-stratification variables for dual system estimation 
The dual system estimate assumes independence between the census and the 
?ES. Post stratification relaxes the assumotion of independence so that 
independence is assumed only within the post strata. By identifving 
variables closely correlated with misses in both svstems, a better estimate 
can be formed Most systems have used age, race, sex and qeomaphic 
location. This study will reestimate the 1980 PEP and the pretests to see if 
other variables work better. 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

?O. 

D. How 

1. 

2. 

Survevs to supplv data needs for demomarAe analvsis 
Based on the results of the alternate assumptions studies (C.31 and the error 
models (C.4), it will- be possible to identify where additional information is 
needed to improve the demopraphic analvsis estimates. Such studies could a 
birth retistration comdeteness test, a studv of tmdocumented immigration 
0eqal and illeaal), a studv of emigration, or other studies. These studies 
should be considered for fundinq to the extent they narrow the ranre of 
uncertainty of the demographic estimates or help Droduce estimates for 
grouos such as Asians or Hisnanics. 

Design and implement 1987 Pretest 
Since the results of the 1987 Pretest will not be available lmtil after the 
1988 Dress Rehearsal is designed, the test will be limited to important but 
not central issues. 

One pal will be to test sample designs which mav facilitate estimation. By 
deeplv stratifvinr the blocks, a simde svnthetic estimate mav be oossible 
within strata. 

Q7e will use this opportunitv to test special procedures for several special 
population groups such as military, institutional, and colleees. This studv 
would include sampling, interviewing, matching and reconciliation. If 
possible, this test would include a oilot PES for Puerto Rico. 

Design and implement 1988 dress rehearsal 
Using the information obtained from the 85 and 86 oretests. an adiustment 
procedure will be designed and imdemented in the 1989 dress’reheamal. The 
adjustment procedure will be the main procedure that is beinq considered for 
the 1990 census. 

Final design for 1990 census evaluation 
For 1990 census evaluation, decisions will be reached that will determine 
which methods will be used and how thev will be desired. 

Desirrn experimental coveraqe proqram for testine YWI census 
Each census should be the pretest for the next. The research orodam will 
uncover new issues and new methods to be tested in 1990 for Dossible 
implementation with the 2000 census. 

can loaxl area estimates of coverage best be ma&? 

Exploratory analvsis of 1980 data 
In order to better understand the undercount and its effect on local areas, 
we need to examine the 1980 PEP. These results will assist in identifvina 
predictor variables and their effect when aoplied to local areas. The 
analysis at different levels of qeographv will show potential faults of the 
estimation methodoloqies and where improvements can be made and tested. 
Also, different models may hold for individuals in counted housing units and 
individuals in missed housing units. This can be tested with the 1980 PEP 
data. 

Pretest reqression and other methods 
Rv applving methods of local area adjustment to pretests we can learn of 
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differences from usinr7 a different sample desicm than used in 1980. Also 
different correlates of undercount may arise from this analysis. Using: the 
pretests and the dress rehearsal we can test the models developed and 
studied from the 1980 data 

3 1. Desiq adjustm ant prototypes 
Three small area adjustment prototypes will be designed and implemented on 
the 1980 census data. A detailed explanation of the three adjustments will 
be given as well as the adjusted counts and graphical displays. The 
adjustment prototvpes will be circulated around the Bureau and to the 
public. Reactions to the adjustment prototypes will be solicited. 

4. Decide on I.990 design 
In order to implement a 1990 adjustment the basic implementation of local 
area estimation needs to be established. The basic framework needs to 
include the explanatory (or carrier) variables, the functional form of 
adjustment methodoloqv, and tests of validitv need to be established to 
determine whether adjustment is necessary or at what level adjustment can 
be justified hv the data. 

5 * . Develop and test 1990 software 
Computer software that will be used to fit models, check their fit, and 
examine unusual data points needs to he developed for the computer. The 
deadlines of producing: 1990 census numbers means all local area estimates 
will he calculated in a very short time. Consequentlv computer software 
needed for a complete analysis should he developed and tested on the 
computer before the data becomes available. 

6. Propose any changes to 1.990 questionnaire 
The variables needed to implement local area adjustment mav not currently 
be available on the short form. Fiecause of the delavs crenerallv associated 
with processing: the long form questionnaires, it may be necessarv to put 
these questions on the short form questionnaire. Onlv then will local area 
adjustment be able to meet the necessary time deadlines. 

7. Identifv necessary census processing schedule 
To insure all necessary work is completed, a schedule should be developed. 
Then delavs in different phases of the census can be translated into its 
effects on producinp local estimates. This will help those involved 
understand how much time thev have to perform the necessarv work and 
whether the work can be done under 1990 restrictions. 

8. Develop overall error models 
In order to better understand, compare and develop improvements on small 
area adjustments, explicit error models will ba developed. The assumptions 
needed to implement the model will also be listed. The model should 
include: 

. Sam ding error 

. Nonresponse error 

. Matching error 

. Model error 

. Repession error. 
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E. Huw should adjustment beeimpkmarted as part of the census? 

1. Develop household and housinsr unit models 
This activitv will analvse the results of the PEP and the earlv pretests to 
build a model which catercorizes census misses bv principal tvpe, persons 
missed in counted housing units, and persons missed in missed housinp units. 
This model will take into account the causes and correlates of each tvpe of 
miss in order to be able to adjust the census consistently for persons, 
households, and housing; units. 

2. Simulate adjustment on 1980 census tabulations 

? c . 

4. 

5 < . 

This work will heb guide and decide the best small area procedure to use for 
census adjus tm ent. 

The 1980 census results for a few local areas will be reprocessed and 
adjusted. Each set of adjustments will use a single estimate of undercount 
based on the 1986 PEP. The adjustment will be implemented in three wavs. 
Cne method will be an imputation scheme using: the 1980 PEP misses as the 
donor pol. Another method will use the Hot Deck procedure using the 
locallv enumerated people. Finallv, a weight adjustment will be used. The 
results will be analyzed to assess the characteristics and feasibility of each 
adjustment scheme. This project assumes a sincle set of small area 
estimates has been made and concentrates on the effects upon 
characteristics. 

Conduct 1986 pretest on adjustment 
This pretest !xxins the process of nutting the pieces together and inteqating 
adjustment into the census process. Since much of the work on measurement 
and estimation will not be completed, this test will not be on the accuracy of 
adjustment, but will highlight the requirements for anv serious plannine: for 
adjustment. A working group is being formed to been specific design work. 

Develop and test alternative treatments of measured overcounts 
Net overcounts must be treated as part of the adjustment process. Just as 
activity E.l and E.? looked at models to add people, this activitv seeks 
models to delete erroneous enumerations. The causes and correlates of 
erroneous enumerations will be studied based on the 1980 PEP and the earlv 
pretests. Models will be built and tested 

Analvse 1986 adjustment tabulations for consistencv and reasonableness 
The results of the 1986 pretest will be analvzed to determine the consistency 
and reasonableness of the adjustment. 

F. Haw should the adjwted figure be published and rsed? 

1. Prepare alternative publication stubs to reflect adjustment 
This activity will construct a ran= of publication stubs to report the 
adjustment. These stubs will be circulated to principal users for comment 
and then incorporated into the 1986 pretest. 

3 ,. Analvse the tabulations produced from the 1986 rretest 
The results from the pretests will be studied and improved for use in the 
Dress RehearsaL 
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G. WhM are other implicati~ of census adjustment? 

1. Solicit input from current survevs and other users 
This activity seeks to identifv all effects of adiustment. Will adjustment 
pose new problems for current survevs redesign, population projection, or 
other program other than those alreadv discussed and handled under the term 
“errorof-closure~~. Anv special requirements identified will helo guide the 
research on adjustment so as to minimize the effect. 

VI. RASIC AS..UR’JPTIONS AND PCWEN’VAL OBSTACLES: 

A. Basic Assumptions 

1. The new matching system is developed and has appropriate error rates 
and timing: and cost characteristics 

2. Adequate staff in the various divisions are assimed to carrv out the 
proncsed work 

3. Adequate resources are devoted to conduct pretests. 

4. The true differential undercount will he at least as large as it was in the 
1980 Census. 

R. Potential Obstacles 

Manv of the critical issues above entail determining whether potential 
obstacles can be overcome. There are other potential oMacles to 
adjustment that are bevond the scope of this research, such as: 

1. A system that allows rapid, accurate, and inexpensive qeocoding of 
addresses is not in place. 

2. Address redsters and census questionnaires (or their 1990 equivalent) 
are not maintained in a manner that allows rapid, accurate, and 
inexpensive access. 

3. Census enumeration field work continues throutiout the summer, which 
would delav evaluation interviewing and matchinr until after the critical 
dates. 

4. Because of lack of public cooperation or because of lack of field control, 
a hi& proportion of census enumerations lack name, adequate address, 
characteristics or are listed in an incorrect area. 

5. Public opinion and reaction is such that record linkase is viewed 
unfavorably and could jeopardize the cormting itself. 

6. The nature of the 199n undercount is sufficiently different from that of 
1980, so that all plans are inappropriate. 

7. The Rureau is unable to recruit and retain an adequate technical staff 
(mathematical statisticians, programmers, etc.). 

8. The problem mav be irresolvable, i.e., no amount of testing can 
guarantee that the estimated results are accurate. 



VII. CfUTIaL IIECISIONS AND Rl?QUIRED ACTION: 

Critical Decisions 

1. Decision on role of adjustment 

2. Decision on main design for 1990 

3. Tentative decision on adjustment 

4. Plans and standards for adjustment officiallv 
announced 

Required Action 

A. Hm would adjustment affect critical uses of 

1. Research on fund allocation 

2. Develop alternative adjustment scenarios 

3. Research on PL 94-171 requirements 

4. Effects on other census users 

5. Research on apportionment 

6. Research on ad j us t i ng hous i’nq data 

!I/85 

I/S7 

lo/88 

l/S9 

Participatin? 
Divisions 

tens us da t a? 

pop, PP?m 

CRD 

l-UJS r) 

DUSD 

PPnO, SRI-I 

POP, HOUS 

Dates 
Start Corn01 et e 

-- 9 /86 

4/8S 9/86 

ln/84 6/8S 

-- 618s 

~.nmi 6/8S 

4/F(F) 9186 

7. Stakeholders’ conference on adjustment DUS D lr,/S7 



Required Action 

B. What is the legal and policy context for adjustment? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Establish task force to determine leealitv of 
adjustment 

Hold senior staff conference on policy position 

Review 1980 criteria for adjustment 

Review alternative solutions to problem of 
differential undercount 

Comnerce, 
P??-IO , Justice 

SRD 

SRD 

DIR, JFJ,D, SRr), 
SW3 

Develop mechanisms for making: deci sions about 
ad j us tment PPDO 

Develop alternative standard (yardsticks) to CRn, 
evaluate adjusted versus unadjusted Outside 
population figures experts 

C. Huw can census coverar?;e best be measured? 

1. Review results from 1989 evaluation studies 

2. Complete research on forward trace studv and 
retrospective match study 

3. Develop demographi c analysis es t imat es under 
alternate assumption 

4. Develop error models for demographic analysis 
estimates 

5. Design and implement a 1985 PRS pretest 

6. 3.98s pretest hard-to-count study 

Participating TIat es 
Divisions Start Comnl et e 

6184 

7185 

12184 

9185 

SRD 

SRT) 

POP, SRD, 
Outside Experts 

F/84 

-- 

POP, SRD 

SRD, CW?SR, TXJD, 5184 
DPLD, SW, FLD 

DPCr,, CRD, SNTD 5184 

10187 

lo/87 

9185 

9/85 

918s 

9185 

6186 

6186 



Required Action 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

1s. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Develop error models for matching studies and 
methods to measure variables 

Design an adjustment prototvpe based on 
mu1 tip1 ici ty (network sampl inql 

Develop and issue public use tape based on 1981) 
studies 

Research methods of combining; demogranhic 
analysis and case-by-case studies 

DeVelOD alternate estimation models for matching 
studies 

Design a pre-enumeration studv to be conducted 
as part of 1986 pretests 

Design and imp1 ement a test of a PES and ARV 
in 1986 Pretests 

Pilot study of “Card Approach” 

Identify best post-stratification variables for dual 
system estimation 

Surveys to supply data needs for demographic analysis 

Design and implement 1987 Pretest 

Design and implement 1988 dress rehearsal 

Final design for 1990 Census evaluation 

Des i gn exper imen t al cover age program for 
testing mno census 

Participating Dates 
Divisions Start Complete 

cm, SW 
Outs i de Groups 

Outside Groups 

9188 

1s 184 918s 

SMD 9185 

SRD 

SRD 
Outside Experts 

6187 

6187 

SRJ? 118s 4187 

CIVRR, DPLD, sna) 

nPJ,r) , CVSR 12186 

SRr) , SW -- l/87 

POP, mn lo/85 9187 

SR,D, SVD, D?J,D 4186 4/88 

SRD, SVD, DPLD l/87 4/89 

SRD, SM’D, J-Y’LD l/88 l/89 

3 R.l-l 10188 12/89 



Required Action 
Particinatine 
Divisions 

D. Hw 

1. 

can local area estimates of coverage best be made? 

Exploratory analvsis of 1980 data 

2. Pretest regression and other methods 

3. Design adjustment prototypes 

4. Decide on 1990 design 

s. Develop and test 1990 Software 

6. Propose any chanrfes to 1990 ques ti onnai re 

7. Identify necessary census processinq schedule 

8. Develop overall error models 

CRD, Outside 
Experts 

8RD 

SRD, SMD 

sRI3, DIR, SW), 
POP 

SRD, DPT,n l/90 

SRD, DOD 

DPcn, sRD 

SRJI, Outs i de 
Experts 

E. Hw should adjustment be implemented as part of the census? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Develop household and housinq unit models 

Simulate adjustment on 1980 census tabulations 

H9TTC , SRI-I 

DpLn, wp, 
HOTJS, SRn 

in/84 

9184 

Conduct 1986 pretest on adjustment 

Develop and test alternative treatments of 
measured overcounts 

DPLT), S’Vl3, SRD ln/84 

DPLD, POP, SRD IO/86 

Analyse 1986 adjustment tabulations for consistency POP, FTOTJS 
and reasonableness 

10186 9187 

Dates 
Start fTomn1 et e 

4/gs 

9/86 

l/89 

l/57 

lr)/8 418.5 

v-v84 9188 

9 /86 

10185 

4/8G 

9187 



Required Action 

F. Hw should the adjusted figures be pub1 ished and used? 

1. Prepare alternative publication stubs to reflect 
adjustment 

2. Analyse the tabulations produced fran the 19Sr; 
pretest 

G. What are other implications of census adjustment? 

1. Solicit input frcm current survev and other users 

Participating Dates 
Divisions Start Complete 

POP 

POP, DUSD 

1018s 9186 

In/85 9157 

SMl3, IXJSD, NC!FIS , 
AVWIS 10186 9187 


